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Lights,Camera,Action! t

By DAN MERKUR remain absolutely without peers, Although
Francois Truffaut’s most recently other individuals have made single 

released film, Bed And Board, marks his comedies that rank with their bodies of Renoir’s La Grande"’illusion
Kètos IMZatïSy’th» W°Trk ff , , „ . literature, than Remarque’s All Quiet on the the money
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autobiographical films about “Antoine poses, and then forced himself to improve
DOlneI ” Lubitsch’s camera placement. The result is and revolutionary writings notwithstanding” Next came Privilege, which has proved

As in The 400 Blows and Stolen Kisses, Just 1 "credible, as anyone can tell who has It is always a question of aesthetics, of the strangely prophetic in its postulation of the 
Jean-Pierre Leaud again has the principle seen Godard s A Woman Is A Woman, which talent brought to bear. And as anyone may potential power of a rock star in our culture 
role. Which is to say, he again gives an ^as also a tribute to Lubitsch, using the see from the fresh breath given the most Most recently there is Gladiators a stranee 
unmatched performance. Viennese blocking, but only copying his hackneyed of all stories in Bed And Board, allegory about the internation war machine

B- And Board chronic.es an esaen.ia,,, SSS. ='42 S"""®' 225“ " 8 8r=81 U- - »lyn,p,~o '*Z
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of mSe%E oSns to ctossîc Ste thè SKÏ^ K 18 ?mp}y week 1 expected to be confronted by an French college student dedicated to 
girl becomes pregnant and Doine/has an ant. No less. It is, however, so simple, angry zealot, infuriated by the repression of destroying the machine that runs the

gladiatorial games. Of course Watkins 
showed clearly how the revolutionary is only 
a part of the game the machine has allowed 
for, and who, in fact, eventually takes 
control, albeit changing the machine to 
accommodate himself, but mostly serving 
the machine’s ends.

i However the Allied forces capture a 
, Chinese soldier, who proves to be a girl. She 

and a British soldier fall in love, and they 
attempt to desert. The machine, actually 
aided by the French student, eventually 
destroys them, but the narrator speaks 
plainly, explaining that since the lovers had 
decided not to play the game at all, they 
were the only true danger, for in opting out, 
they denied the very validity of the power 
"game” which, at least, the revolutionary 
recognized as a necessity, although an 
unpleasant one.

^ Extremely persuasive

That is why there have never been anti- as-usual, capitalist establishment. Watkins 
war indictments^greater, in film, than Jean is a very committed young man, very brave, 
d •- '’---a — - nor, in I think, and of course, not well thought of by

men.
He is. however, a controversial figure, 

Whom the Bell Tolls. Peter Watkins' The and as such he gets around and makes 
War Game and all the liberal, underground himself heard.

Next came
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affair. Separation and the traditional 
reconcilliation follow, but not before Doinel 
has learned for himself the diligence, the 
perseverance and the self-denial necessary 
to the artist, by writing an autobiographical 
novel about his childhood in the slums of 
Paris.

Which roughly parallels Truffaut’s 
making of The 400 Blows, his first film, 
about the misery and the coming of 
maturity to an unwanted child, a hard- 
boiled Parisian delinquent, with Bed And 
Board the story ends, and Truffaut has said 
that he intends to take it no farther.
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yHistorical fact
I assume that Bed And Board, in its 

conception of the story of Doinel, bases the A 
events on historical fact. Strangely, the 
events of the plot have the predictability of a «T
Doris Day-Rock Hudson feather-tossing
ep,c In the 30s, it would have been Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald In a u Watkins currently speaking wherever

™ ^,,Thrs^,v;ctolYiKlrv ,n -“"Æwssrzrja:we must remember that there are, after all, ^ W'th Gal"C reallsm- Truffaut does It in his own way, for a different era. hc is extremely persuasive, and though one

ssjl cj.mtjss.'ss srssws: varttLi ajsrraamot? -■s-*** : lasrszyou have to be a critic and searching for jmolausible of nlnis n i= a u„Sî vision establishment. Instead I met a home the immediacy and the immensity of
really odd material so as not to run too Zllaee n 7 Li am„n man with a very sound this dan8er, this horror of our society . He
quickly out of superlatives in order to come Z less* mowouMwtl hlshsh,oulders u makes it clear why he gives this facet of the
up with this kind of stuff. come un tLf.T a , u J "ï r aS 3 rebel with his revolution priority. He never once spoke for
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Or in nut it i , , ,, N 1 CS' ,No how important the story is. the near annihilation of the northern clans, moving more and more into helping other
Or to put it more simply, it is one of the Not how relevant the themes are. Not how Needless to say, the film didn’t sit well with documentants and wJTnlndina 

best damn comedies since the late thirties, contemporary the acting is. Not how “now” either the BBC nor the pubhc when it was less time on his own film efforts He^oeï 
which is a hell of a long time to be waiting at the jargon is. But how well the film is made, sired. P haZrdocumentrv o DoverH n The n f
he popcorn counter for something wor- how well it portrays real people. Never The War Game was his next and last to be released soon* P ^ h U S
StZtcaflv haîskaandtSit df0WnTt0ffee; , 5Lthh feHUH film is inherently Project for the BBC, which has never been Watkins is not a'great filmmaker His 
Stylistically it is a return for Truffaut to reahstic beyond Hemingway-Faulkner- aired there for reasons apparent to anyone talent as an artist limits greatly his abilifv 

his years as a film critic studying the Mailer realism). That is always the who has seen it. In this world the moment a to express himself on film which is a 
masters, in that the film was carefully made question. Not merely with film, but with all man makes a commitment and states his tragedy, considering the LucaUm and the 
to resemble the films of Rene Clair and the arts. It always reduces to how good the stand, he will be instantly contradicted and courage of the man So he has eone into the
farce Xs^hStïïSfÎMkyaSÆ whicV il ïedlef^' * *“ ‘° ^ reaHty fr°m d“rifd' The greater power, of course, lies training of others, and into production fas 

suen taste and ability that they which it derives. with the decidedly noncommital, business- opposed to creation) of films. Viva!

The Brothers: it rivals Dionysus '69 & '70
By BRIAN PEARL

If you’re looking to get your mind 
blown sometime, wander down to the 
Studio Lab Theatre at Queen and Yonge, 
pay two-fifty and live through their 
production of TTie Brothers, if you can. 
TTiis modern-undress version of an an
cient Roman play by Terrence of Car
thage has been given a few con
temporary gooses by Rex Deverell and 
Ernie Schwartz with his prize cast of 
fabulous freaks. This is the second such 
modem ‘adaptation’ Studio Lab has done 
(Dionysus in 69 and 70 is the other) and I 
won’t be the first to write that given the 
continued rapid development the play 
has already undergone in previews, The 
Brothers could become as popular as its 
predecessor, Dionysus. The Brothers is 
as intense and hilarious, exciting and 
disturbing, seductive and disgusting as 
Dionysus and much more fascinating 
than any other play in Toronto this year.

broad named Sistrata was played with 
real grossness by Fran Gebhard, who 
combined Mae West, Belle Barth and 
Joanne Worley (that incredible bitch on 
Laugh-In) to the exact proportions.

The classical plot is loaded with the 
classical complications. Two brothers, 
Aeschinus and Ctesipho have been raised 
separately by two brothers of the 
previous generation, Micio and Demia. 
Demia is a strict Roman farmer-type and 
his son, Ctesipho (pronounced Stesifo) is 
a hick, a hayseed that his city brother, 
Aeschinus quickly matches to a stripper 
and leaves. Aeschinus, then seduces and 
impregnates Pamphilia, Sostrata’s snot- 
nosed daughter (Sostrata is a widow). 
Finally, in an orgy of soap-opera 
climaxes, everyone marries every one 
else to simply end the plot, but that only 
describes the plot, not the play.

Role swappings
Based on that thin structure is the 

wierdest set of theatrical gymnastics I 
have ever seen, running from role
swapping to audience involvement in a 
most peculiar way in an obscene way as a 
matter of fact. The role-swapping is the 
most impressive, incredible thing about 
the play. The players all have these life
like, expressive masks to keep the roles 
straight while the parts of Aeschinus and 
Pamphilia are played by both Rosemary 
Burris and Don Porter, switching 
periodically. As well as that changing, 
the Dancing Girl is played seductively by

Norman Quinlan wearing a mask with a 
saucy grimace and a G-string, and 
Demia is played by Rita Deverell. All the 
switches are directed plausably to point 
out the ridiculous collage of gestures and 
superfluous expressions that go to make 
up the flimsy sustance of male and 
female character.

Audience participation
The audience participation parts are, 

of course, the most flexible, or ad
justable, of the show. A player, dressed 
in a baggy southern-style cream- 
coloured suit, stands up in the audience 
and protests the obscenity, the 
“pillution” of the plot and procédés to 
demonstrate the meaning of “pillution” 
to the audience by asking two volunteers 
to read a scene from a play Studio Lab 
did two years ago, The Beard. The 
passage contains some obscene words, 
acts and other erotica which the 
volunteers find themselves reading 
publicly. The results vary, of course, but 
the night I saw the play, the guy blushed 
and mumbled a lot while the girl 
brazened it out, finally offering to enact 
the stage directions and really ‘go all the 
way’. The protestor was then collected by 
the on-stage cast and ejected, only to 
return later, slightly bloodied to select 
two more couples to enact the positions of 
a lewd photograph. That night, the 
couples laid down and spread out like 
some kind of sheep, and didn’t dare move

for five minutes for fear of an instant 
public orgy. Very funny, indeed. The 
director and cast really should arrange 
to expand and enhance these audience 
involvement parts because they add a lot 
of fun to the play.

Weird magician
The final, and weirdest act of the play 

was the magician’s act, where Aeschinus 
is confronted with the pregnant Pam
philia and forced by the magician to 
admit he loves her. When he does, the 
magician performs an ‘abortion 
Pamphilia and draws a rubber snake 
from her belly. When Aeschinus com
plains that he wants a child, the magician 
draws a live rabbit from his abdomin and 
everyone is either exhausted or happy. 
TTie essence of the act’s effect is an ar- 
chtypal mysticism that invades and 
occupies the stage during this mind- 
boggling passage.

There is a lot of room for improvement 
in The Brothers, but that’s only because 
the show is so widespread in its attacks 
that it can plausably spread in all 
directions, and 1, for one, would like to 
return to Studio Lab and watch this in
tense play with the imaginative style and 
talented cast (I haven’t had space to tell 
you how good each player was, even 
great players like Rosenary Burris) 
develope into a play that really lives and 
changes, unique and unparalleled on the 
modern stage.
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One big ball
How could I describe a farcical freak 

show, a burlesque carnival and the freest 
of existential Living Theatre techniques 
all rolled into one big ball and thrown at 
the unsuspecting audience? You walk 
through a door in the wings with a 
flashing green ‘go’ cue-light over it to 
enter the freak show of vanity, obsessive 
sexuality, pretentious creativity and 
clicheed soothsaying, which passes on to 
the burlesque review and play. The 
mistress (or madam) of ceremonies, a


